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a b s t r a c t

In designing wireless mesh networks (WMNs), incentive mechanisms are often needed so
to encourage nodes to relay or forward packets for other nodes. However, there is a lack of
fundamental understanding on the interactions between the incentive mechanisms and the
underlying protocols (e.g., shortest-path routing, ETX routing or back-pressure scheduling),
and whether integration of these protocols will lead to a robust network, i.e., networks can
sustain a given traffic workload. The objective of this paper is to present a general mathe-
matical framework via stochastic difference equations to model the interaction of incentive
mechanisms and various underlying protocols. We first present a credit evolution model to
quantify the expected credit variation of each node in WMN, then use the norm of the
expected credits variation to quantify the credit disparity. We also propose the use of differ-
entiated pricing and show how it can achieve credit equality among nodes, resulting in a
more robust network under different traffic loading. Our analytical framework can help
researchers to model other incentive/routing protocols so to analyze the robustness of
the underlying networks.

! 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the past few years, wireless mesh networks (WMNs)
have been a topic of intense research study. A WMN con-
sists of a set of wireless and mobile nodes that can self-
configure and do not necessarily need an infrastructure
to communicate. A source node communicates with a dis-
tant destination node using intermediate nodes as relays.
When nodes in a WMN are not under the control of a single
authority, cooperation among nodes are paramount so
packets can be relayed to the destination. Since selfish
users only want to maximize their own welfare (e.g.,
monopolize the bandwidth or reduce their energy usage),
therefore they may refuse to relay packets for other nodes.
To overcome such problem, researchers propose different
incentive mechanisms to encourage nodes to cooperate.

These mechanisms can be broadly divided in two types:
(a) reputation-based schemes [1,2] and (b) credit-based
schemes [3–6]. In reputation-based schemes, a node’s rep-
utation is measured by its neighbors, and selfishness is de-
terred by the threat of partial or total disconnection from
the network. Due to packet collisions and interference,
nodes cannot always reliably detect if a given node actu-
ally forwarded a packet or not, so it is possible that coop-
erative nodes will be perceived as being selfish, and
wrongfully trigger a retaliation by their neighbors. In cred-
it-based schemes, nodes receive a payment every time
they forward a packet, and credit can be used by these
nodes to transmit their own packets. Compared with the
reputation schemes, credits enable more flexible and
fine-grained control.

Although credit-based schemes can encourage coopera-
tion among nodes, it does not imply that the WMN can sus-
tain all traffic workloads. To illustrate, let us consider a
WMN in Fig. 1.1. Let a be the payment from the source
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node to relaying nodes for forwarding a message. When a
is small, nodes have no incentive to forward packets. If a is
sufficient to cover the cost of forwarding messages, nodes
have incentive to forward messages. In this figure, node 3
is in the center of the network and it costs less credit to
send data to other nodes (as compare to node 1 sending
message to node 5). Furthermore, when each node has
equal amount of traffic to send to all other four nodes in
the network, then node 3 has more opportunities to earn
credit since traffic of other nodes has to go through it. Node
1 or 5, on the other hand, has no chance to earn any credit
because they are at the edge of this network. If a is not
properly set, node 1, 2, 4, and 5 will eventually run out
of credit and cannot transmit their own packets. Hence,
even if an incentive mechanism can guarantee cooperation,
it is possible that the WMN may not be able to sustain a
given traffic workload in the long run because some nodes
just run out of credit and they cannot transmit any packets.

The goal of this paper is not to advocate any incentive
mechanism, but rather, our first contribution is in propos-
ing a general mathematical framework to model and analyze
the interaction of incentive protocols with the underlying
routing protocols, and to reveal the sustainability of a
WMN under different traffic workload. We quantitatively
investigate the impact of credit inequality of credit-based
incentive schemes in WMNs. We use Sprite [5] as an illus-
trative example of credit-based incentive protocol, and
show how it interacts with a family of network protocols.
We also consider the influence of link loss probability on
the incentive scheme, and derive the closed-form expres-
sions of the expected credit variation for various network
topologies. Our second contribution is in proposing a differ-
entiated pricing scheme to achieve credit-equality. Based on
these results, our third contribution is in proposing the
credit evolution model with link scheduling using the
back-pressure algorithm to examine how the shared nat-
ure of wireless medium may effect the credit inequality
and system performance.

This is the outline of this paper. In Section 2, we present
the background of path-based routing protocols and the
Sprite incentive mechanism. In Section 3, we present our
mathematical framework to model the credit evolution. In
Section 4, we introduce differentiated pricing. We present
the credit evolution model with back-pressure algorithms
in Section 5. Results on the performance evaluation are
given in Section 6. Related work is given in Section 7 and
conclusion is given in Section 8.

2. Background and technical preliminaries

We first provide the background of our work, then we
formally state the mathematical model for WMNs, the traf-
fic model, as well as a family of path-based routing proto-
cols. To illustrate our framework, we consider the Sprite [5]
incentive protocol. It is important to point out that our

mathematical framework is general and can accommodate
other routing and incentive protocols. In here, we simply
use the path-based routing and Sprite to illustrate the util-
ity of our analytical methodology.

! Network model: a WMN is modeled as a directed graph
G ¼ ðN ; EÞ;N is the set of wireless nodes with jN j ¼ N
and E is the set of wireless links. A link ði; jÞ 2 E from
node i to node j denotes that node j is within the trans-
mission range of node i. If there is no link from i to j,
then the message from node i has to be transmitted to
another node, and this node has to forward the mes-
sage, either directly or indirectly, to j. Let !ij be the loss
probability of link (i, j). A message from i to j on (i, j) is
correctly received with probability 1 % !ij.
Denote r as a route, which is a sequence of ordered
nodes or an non-empty subset of E. Let S be the set of
all traffic sources in the network. For a traffic source
s 2 S, let Ds be the set of its destinations. For a given
source s and its destination d 2 Ds, we define (s, d) as
the flow between node s and d. Each flow has a set of
routes, which is denoted by Rsd and jRsdj represents
the number of routes for flow (s, d). Let Ar

sdðtÞ be the
traffic for flow (s, d) on route r at time t, then the traffic
of flow (s, d) at time t is AsdðtÞ ¼

P
r2Rsd

Ar
sdðtÞ.

! Traffic model: the packet arrival process fAsðtÞg1t¼1 are
i.i.d. sequences of a random variable for all s 2 S. The
arrival rate E[As(t)] of source s is denote by ks, wherein
the expected time between two consecutive arrivals is
1 (or a unit slot). The destination of a flow is chosen
as follows: with probability hsd, the packets generated
by the source node will choose node d as the destina-
tion. Clearly,

P
d2Ds

hsd ¼ 1 for s 2 S.
! Path-based routing: we consider a family of path-based

routing protocols, where the quality of a path can be
chosen by (a) hop count, or (b) expected transmission
count (ETX) [7]. Hop count assumes all links are homo-
geneous (i.e., links have the same loss probability and
channel fading characteristics). Therefore, for the flow
(s, d), the shortest-path hop-count routing selects those
paths with the smallest link distance between s and d.
In ETX [7], it allows links to be heterogeneous. ETX min-
imizes the expected total number of packet transmis-
sions required to successfully deliver a packet to the
destination. ETX of a link is based on the delivery ratio:
number of transmissions needed to successfully deliver
a single packet. ETX of a path is the sum of the ETX for
each link in that path. For the ease of mathematical pre-
sentation, we only consider use the forward delivery
ratio to calculate these ETX values.
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Fig. 1.1. An example of a linear WMN to illustrate credit imbalance.
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Fig. 2.1. Example of a WMN with link loss probabilities.
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Consider the WMN in Fig. 2.1 as an example, where the
link loss probability are shown along the edge. Consider
the flow (1, 4). Under the shortest-path hop-count rout-
ing, there is only one shortest path (1, 5, 4). Under the
shortest-path ETX routing, there are two shortest paths
(1, 2, 3, 4) and (1, 5, 4).
When a flow (s, d) has multiple shortest paths, or
jRsdj > 1, we use a traffic splitting method to deliver
packets. Consider again the flow (1,4) in Fig. 2.1. Under
the shortest-path ETX routing, there are two shortest
paths r = (1, 2, 3, 4) and r0 = (1, 5, 4). To simplify our pre-
sentation, we assume uniform traffic splitting in our
analysis, or Ar

14ðtÞ ¼ A14ðtÞ=jR14j ¼ A14ðtÞ=2. Again, we
like to stress that our mathematical framework can
accommodate more general splitting rule.
! Incentive scheme: Sprite [5] is a well-known incentive

scheme to encourage nodes to collaborate. It has an ele-
gant cheat-proof property and does not require any tam-
per-proof hardware. Briefly speaking, Sprite uses a
centralize credit clearance service (CCS), to collect
receipts from each forwarding node. Charges and
rewards are based on these receipts, which provides
incentive for nodes to cooperate and report actions hon-
estly. Formally, Sprite can be described as follows:
– A sender selects a path to delivery a message to the

destination. Denote this path as r ¼ ðs;n1; . . . ;
ne; . . . ; nlr Þ, where nlr ¼ d (destination node), hop
count of r is lr.

– The sender will be charged for transmitting the
message.

– CCS believes that a node along r has forwarded the
message if and only if there is a successor of that
node on the path reporting a valid receipt of that
message.

– CCS charges Cr from node s, and pays Pr
nk

to node nk:

Cr ¼ ðlr % 1Þaþ b% ðlr % eÞcb; ð2:1Þ

Pr
nk
¼

a; if k < e ¼ lr ;

b; if k ¼ e ¼ lr ;

ca; if k < e < lr ;

cb; if k ¼ e < lr ;

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

ð2:2Þ

with c < 1 and b < a. In here ne is the last node on path r
that submits a valid receipt.

Let us illustrate this with the network in Fig. 2.1.
Assume that node 1 is to send a message to node 4 along
the path r = (1, 2, 3, 4), where lr = 3. When node 3 is the last
node on path r that submits a valid receipt, then
e ¼ 2;Cr ¼ 2aþ b% cb, Pr

2 ¼ ca, Pr
3 ¼ cb and Pr

4 ¼ 0. When
node 4 is the last node on path r that submits a valid
receipt, i.e. the message is send successfully, then
e ¼ 3;Cr ¼ 2aþ b, Pr

2 ¼ a; Pr
3 ¼ a and Pr

4 ¼ b.
Let d be the cost of forwarding a receipt from one node

to another. Then a colluding node (if any) incurs a cost of d
and nk must compensate the colluding node with d. We
state some definitions and property of the Sprite system
[5] here.

Definition 1. For a player, an optimal strategy is a strategy
that brings the maximum expected welfare to it, regardless
of the strategies of all the other nodes.

Definition 2. A game is collusion-resistant, if any group of
colluding players cannot increase the expected sum of
their welfare by using any strategy profile other than that
in which everybody tells the truth.

Definition 3. A game is cheat-proof if truth-telling is an
optimal strategy for all nodes and the game is collusion-
resistant.

Theorem 1. For the receipt-submission game of Sprite, if
d P cb and d P (lr % 1)ca, then it is cheat-proof.

Proof. please refer to [5] for complete derivation. h

! Credit inequality metrics: in economics, income is the
sum of all forms of earnings received in a given period
of time, and demand is also known as personal con-
sumption or expenditure. In this work, we regard mes-
sage forwarding as a service a node provides to others,
so the traffic model and the routing scheme determine
the income and demand of each node, where income
means the payments received from CCS for providing
forwarding service for other nodes, while demand
means the payment to CCS for sending messages to oth-
ers nodes. The credit balance of a node is the difference
between income and demand of that node. Hence, a
node can have a positive or negative credit balance,
and this is influenced by the underlying routing policy,
the traffic workload and network topology. In this
paper, we use the expected credit variation of a node in
each time slot to quantity its credit inequality. Here,
the expected credit variation is the average credit vari-
ation of a node during a time slot. If it is positive, then
that node will have surplus in credit; if it is negative,
then that node will have deficit in credit. If each node’s
expected credit variation is zero, this means each node
(and also the whole network) is budget balanced so each
node can provide service for others in equilibrium.
! Back-pressure algorithm: resource allocation in wireless

networks is complicated due to the shared nature of
wireless medium. One particular allocation algorithm
is called the back-pressure algorithm which encom-
passes several layers of the protocol stack from MAC
to routing. It was proposed by Tassiulas and Ephre-
mides in their seminal paper [8]. The back-pressure
algorithm was shown to be throughput-optimal, i.e., it
can support any arrival rate vector which is supportable
by any other resource allocation algorithm.

3. Mathematical model for credit evolution

In here, we present the mathematical model to capture
the credit evolution, i.e., the dynamic change of credit, for
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each node in a WMN. Main notations are summarized in
Table 1. We model the evolution of nodes’ credit as a
sequence of random variables, and for some network topol-
ogies, we are able to obtain the closed form expression for
the expected credit variation. We consider two scenarios:

(1) persistent transmission mode: when a collision or
packet lost occurs, a node will retransmit a packet
until the packet is successfully received by its
neighbor.

(2) single transmission mode: when a collision or packet
lost occurs, a node will not retransmit. The source
node is responsible to retransmit the packet until
the destination node receives the packet. Since
source nodes need to perform retransmission, this
can be regarded as the upper bound (or the worst
case) payment for source nodes under Sprite [5].

For simplicity of presentation, we make the following
assumptions: (a) there is no cheating and no collusion for
message-forwarding and receipt-submission (as guarantee
by Sprite), and (b) the link capacity is sufficient to satisfy
all demands.

3.1. General mathematical model

Consider a node, say n. We use Rn
sd ¼ fr 2 Rsd : n 2 rg to

denote the route set (or path set) that node n is an interme-
diate node of some route r for flow (s, d). Let Cr be the cost
of source node s and Pr

n be the payment to node n 2 r for
successfully transmitting a packet along the path r to d.
Let Cn(0) be the initial credit of node n at time t = 0. At time
t, node n has credit

CnðtÞ ¼ Cnðt % 1Þ þ DCnðtÞ; t P 1; n 2 N ; ð3:1Þ

where

DCnðtÞ ¼
X

s2S;r2Rn
sds

Ar
sds
ðtÞPr

n þ
X

s2S
hsnAsðtÞb

%
X

r2Rndn

Ar
ndn
ðtÞCr ð3:2Þ

is the credit variation of node n in time slot t. In (3.2), the
first and the second terms represent the payments from

CCS to node n for forwarding messages and for reporting
receipts for the message respectively. The third term repre-
sents the payment from node n to CCS for sending its mes-
sages to other nodes.

3.1.1. Persistent transmission mode
Under the persistent transmission mode, each intermedi-

ate node in the path would forward and/or retransmit an
arbitrary number of times until a successful packet trans-
mission occurs. In this case, we have Pr

n ' a for all n 2 r
and Cr = (lr % 1)a + b for each route r. Substituting them
into Eq. (3.2), we have

DCnðtÞ ¼ BnðtÞbþ
X

m–n

FmnðtÞa%
X

m–n

FnmðtÞa; ð3:3Þ

where Bn(t) is the difference between the traffic ending at
node n and the one starting from node n, Fnm(t) is the traffic
that node n forwards for node m at time slot t, i.e.,

BnðtÞ ¼
X

s2S
hsnAsðtÞ % AnðtÞ; ð3:4aÞ

FmnðtÞ ¼
X

r2Rn
mdm

Ar
mdm
ðtÞ: ð3:4bÞ

In (3.3), Bn(t) describes the instantaneous increase or de-
crease in credit, due to sending message to or receiving
message from other nodes, while the terms involving the
(asymmetric) matrix Fmn(t) describe the amount of credit
that node n spends in acquiring the forwarding service of
node m (and vice versa). Under the persistent transmission
mode, the credit of CCS remains unchanged, i.e., C0(t) '
C0(0), t P 0, which means that we have credit conservation
in CCS, i.e.,

P
n2NDCnðtÞ ¼ 0 for t P 1.

Given the assumptions we made about the traffic mod-
el, fBnðtÞg1t¼1 and fFnmðtÞg1t¼1 are i.i.d. sequences of random
variables for all n;m 2 N and n – m. By (3.3), the expected
credit variation of node n is

Dcn :¼ E½DCnðtÞ) ¼ bnbþ
X

m–n

fmna%
X

m–n

fnma; ð3:5Þ

where bn = E[Bn(t)], fmn = E[Fmn(t)]. Furthermore, by Eq.
(3.1), the expected credit balance of node n is

E½CnðtÞ) ¼ Cnð0Þ þ tDcn; t P 1; n 2 N :

3.1.2. Single transmission mode
Under this mode, intermediate nodes along the path

will forward the packet only once. In this case, Pr
n and Cr

in Eq. (3.2) are random variables.
Let r = (s,n1, . . . ,nl) be a path for flow (s, d), where nl = d

and we omit the subscript r from lr. Let Ai denote the out-
come that the message arrives at node ni but fails to arrive
at node ni+1, i = 1, . . . , l. Denote the probability that event Ai

happens by pi. The corresponding cost of node s and pay-
ment to intermediate node nk for outcome Ai are denoted
by ci and pnk

i for k respectively, i = 1, . . . , l. Note that if the
packet is not sent to node n1, the CCS will not make an
effective record. So one can assume the source node s
always makes a successful transmission when we calculate
the cost and payments. We have the following result.

Table 1
Summary of main notation.

Symbol Meaning

t Time index
N ;N Node set and number of nodes
!ij Loss probability of link (i, j)
Rsd Routes for flow (s, d)
Rn

sd Routes for flow (s, d) crossing node n
Asd(t) Traffic of flow (s, d) at time t
Cn(t) Credit of node n at time t
Dcn Expected credit variation of node n
fmn Expected traffic of node m forwarded by node n
fPijðtÞg1t¼1 Transmission process of link (i, j)
Qr

nðtÞ Queue length of flow r at node n at time t
a, b, c, d Sprite parameters
an;a; !a Heterogeneous pricing parameters
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Theorem 2. It holds that

(i) the expected cost that node s successfully sends a mes-
sage along path r to node d is !c=pl, where
!c ¼ c1p1 þ * * * þ clpl, and

(ii) the expected payment to node nk that node s success-
fully sends a message along path r to node d is
!pnk=pl; k ¼ 1; . . . ; l, where !pnk ¼ pnk

1 p1 þ * * * þ pnk
l pl.

Proof. For the payoff scheme of Sprite (2.1) and (2.2), we
regard node s sending a message along path r to node d
as a trial. Then each trial results in exactly one of
A1, . . . ,Al of possible outcomes with probability pi,
i = 1, . . . , l. We repeatedly perform independent but identi-
cal trials until the first outcome Al was observed, i.e. the
message is successfully received by node d. Denote the
number of trials to get an outcome Al by Y, where
Y = 1,2, . . . By the basic property of conditional expectation
[9], we have

E½Cr ) ¼
X1

y¼1

PrðY ¼ yÞE½CrjY ¼ y): ð3:6Þ

It is a Bernoulli trial that node s sends out a message to
d along path r, where Al indicates a ‘‘successful transmis-
sion’’ and everything else indicates a ‘‘failure’’. Then Y fol-
lows a geometric distribution with parameter pl and

PrðY ¼ yÞ ¼ ð1% plÞ
y%1pl; y ¼ 1;2; . . . : ð3:7Þ

If y = 1, then Cr = cl. Given y = 2,3, . . . , let the random
variable Xi be the number of times that outcome Ai was
observed over the first y % 1 trials. The vector X =
(X1, . . . ,Xl%1) follows a multinomial distribution with
parameters y % 1 and p, where p ¼ p1

p1þ***þpl%1
; . . . ; pl%1

p1þ***þpl%1

! "
.

It can be verified that

Cr ¼ c1X1 þ * * * þ cl%1Xl%1 þ cl:

So E[CrjY = y] = c1E[X1] + * * * + cl%1E[Xl%1] + cl. Since E½Xi) ¼
ðy%1Þpi

p1þ***þpl%1
, i ¼ 1; . . . ; l% 1 [23] and p1 + * * * + pl = 1, we have

E½Cr jY ¼ y) ¼ y% 1
1% pl

ðc1p1 þ * * * þ cl%1pl%1Þ þ cl: ð3:8Þ

Substituting Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.6), we obtain
E[Cr] = (c1p1 + * * * + pl%1cl%1)/pl + cl. So item (i) holds. Simi-
larly we can get the results in item (ii). h

Here we can further provide a closed-form expressions
for E[Cr] and E Pr

nk

h i
, k ¼ 1; . . . ; l. By the payoff scheme of

Sprite (2.1) and (2.2), we have ci = (l % 1)a + b % (l % i)cb and

pnk
i ¼

ca; if k < i;
cb; if k ¼ i;
0; if k > i:

8
><

>:

Substituting them into the results in Theorem 2, we have

E½Cr) ¼ cl % cb
Xl%1

i¼1

ðl% iÞpi

 !,

pl;

E Pr
d

# $
¼ b;

E Pr
nk

h i
¼ aþ c pkbþ

Xl%1

i¼kþ1

pia
 !,

pl; k ¼ 1; . . . ; l% 1;

where pi ¼
Qi%1

j¼1ð1% !njnjþ1 Þ!niniþ1 for i = 1, . . . , l % 1, and
pl ¼

Ql%1
j¼1ð1% !njnjþ1 Þ.

Remark. Let us provide a physical interpretation of The-
orem 2. 1/pl is the expected number of transmissions that
node s makes for a message it sends along path r to d, !c is
the expected cost that s sends a message to d and !pnk is the
expected payments to node nk, k = 1, . . . , l. Therefore, the
expected cost for s to successfully send a message to d is
the product of the expected number of transmissions and
the expected cost according to item (i) in Theorem 2. The
similar results also hold for the payments to nodes
n1, . . . ,nl.

To illustrate, consider the flow (1, 4) in Fig. 2.1, where
node 1 sends a message along path r = (1, 2, 3, 4) to node
4. We have E½Cr ) ¼ ð100ð2aþ bÞ % 29cbÞ=81, E Pr

2

# $
¼

ð81aþ 9caþ 10cbÞ=81, E Pr
3

# $
¼ ð9aþ cbÞ=9 and E Pr

4

# $
¼ b.

3.2. Expected credit variation

Now consider the persistent transmission mode. By
(3.4a), the expected traffic starting from n is kn and the
one ending at n is

P
s2Shsnks. So we have

bn ¼
X

s2S
kshsn % kn: ð3:9Þ

The key problem is to determine fsn, which is the expected
traffic that node n forwards for s, s – n. By (3.4b) and the
uniform traffic splitting rule, when flow (s, d) has multiple
shortest paths, we have

FsnðtÞ ¼
X

r2Rn
sds

Ar
sds
ðtÞ ¼

jRn
sds
j

jRsds j
AsðtÞ;

where ds is the random variable with Pr(ds = d) = hsd for all
d 2 Ds. By the basic property of conditional expectation [9],
we have

fsn ¼ E½E½FsnðtÞjds)) ¼
X

d2Ds

kshsd
jRn

sdj
jRsdj

: ð3:10Þ

To illustrate our analytical framework, we consider sev-
eral topologies with the shortest hop-count routing, and
derive the ‘‘closed form expression’’ on the expected credit
variation.

3.2.1. Linear topology
Let us consider the linear network in Fig. 3.1. There is

only one shortest path for each flow (s, d). So jRsdj ¼ 1 for
all s 2 S and d 2 Ds. Both jR1

sdj and jRN
sdj are zero since node

1 and N do not lie in the routes of any flow.
For 1 < n < N, node n only forwards traffic for the flows

across it, i.e., the flow’s source and destination lie in the
two sides of n. Then we have

jRn
sdj ¼

0; if maxðs;dÞ < n or minðs;dÞ > n;
1; otherwise:

%

Here max(s, d) < n or min(s, d) > n means the flow’s source
and destination locating at the same side of node n. Substi-
tuting the said facts into Eq. (3.10), we have
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fsn ¼

X

d2Ds ;d>n

hsdks; if s < n;

X

d2Ds ;d<n

hsdks; if s > n:

8
>><

>>:
ð3:11Þ

3.2.2. Ring topology
Consider the ring WMN in Fig. 3.2. For n 2 N , we let

s = mod (n + k, N), k = 1,2, . . . ,bN/2c, where mod is the
modulo operation and bN/2c means the largest integer
not greater than N/2. In the sequel, we assume mod (0,
N) = mod (N, N) = N for convenience of formulation.

For all n 2 N , node n lies in the route of flow (s, d) only if
the hop count between s and d is not greater than bN/2c.
Then we have

Rn
sd

&& && ¼
1; if d ¼modðn, l;NÞ;

l ¼ 1; . . . ; bN=2c% k;
0; otherwise:

8
><

>:
ð3:12Þ

In the case that N is odd, each flow has only one shortest
path. So jRsdj ¼ 1 for all s 2 S and d 2 Ds. Substituting this
fact and (3.12) into (3.10), we have

fsn ¼
XbN=2c%k

l¼1

hs modðn,l;NÞks:

In the case that N is even, the flow (s, mod(s + N/2, N))
has two shortest paths for all s. Substituting this fact and
(3.12) into (3.10), we have

fsn ¼
XN2%k%1

l¼1

hs modðn,l;NÞ þ
hs mod sþN

2;Nð Þ
2

0

@

1

Aks:

3.2.3. Grid topology
Consider the grid topology in Fig. 3.3, there are N = HP

nodes. To simplify notations, let n = pH + h, where
p = 0,1, . . . ,P % 1, h = 1,2, . . . ,H. For a given flow (s, d), let
s = psH + hs and d = pdH + hd. To obtain the credit variation
of node n, we need to know how much traffic it forwards
for a given flow (s, d), which means the number of shortest
path for flow (s, d).

Lemma 1. The fact holds that

jRsdj ¼
jps % pdjþ jhs % hdj

jps % pdj

' (

for flow (s, d), where n
k

' (
is the binomial coefficient.

Proof. The vertical and horizontal hop counts between
node s and d are jps % pdj and jhs % hdj, respectively. Each
shortest path for flow (s, d) maps to a way that jps % pdj
perpendicular hops can be chosen from all jps % pdj +
jhs % hdj hops. h

In the following derivation, let us simplify the notation

and we let k1 ¼
jps % pjþ jhs % hj

jps % pj

' (
, k2 ¼

jp% pdjþ jh% ddj
jp% pdj

' (
, k ¼ jps % pdjþ jhs % hdj

jps % pdj

' (
and use

the notation 0
0

' (
to deNote 0.

Lemma 2. If node n forwards traffic for flow (s, d), i.e.
Rn

sd – ;, then jRn
sdj ¼ k1k2.

Proof. We consider flows (s, n) and (n, d). By Lemma 1,
there are k1 and k2 shortest paths for flows (s, n) and (n,
d), respectively. Flow (s, d) has k1k2 shortest paths through
node n by the multiplication principle. h

To derive the closed-form of the expected credit varia-
tion of node n, we partition the other nodes into eight
blocks with the dash line shown in Fig. 3.3. We have three
cases to consider according to the relative locations of node
s and n, respectively.

Case A: ps < p. If hs < h, i.e., node s lies in the block I, we
have Rn

sd – 0 only when node d lies in blocks
V, VII, or VIII. Substituting the results in Lemmas
1 and 2 into Eq. (3.10), we have

fsn ¼ k1

XP%1

pd¼p

XH

hd¼h

hsd
k2

k
ks: ð3:13Þ

If hs = h, i.e., node s lies in the block II, we have k1 = 1 and
Rn

sd – 0 only when node d does not lie in blocks I, II and

Nn1 n-1 n+1

Fig. 3.1. Linear topology with N nodes.

1

N

n+l

n+1

n

n-1

n-k

Fig. 3.2. Ring topology with N nodes.

d

P

N

n

1nn

n

1n

1 s

H

I II III

VVI

VI VII VIII

Fig. 3.3. Grid topology with N = HP nodes.
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VIII. So similar with Eq. (3.13), we have
fsn ¼

PP%1
pd¼p

PH
hd¼1hsd

k2
k ks. If hs > h, i.e., node s lies in the block

III, we have fsn ¼ k1
PP%1

pd¼p

Ph
hd¼1hsd

k2
k ks.

Case B: ps = p. Then k1 = 1 and we have

fsn ¼

XP%1

pd¼0

XH

hd¼h

hsd
k2
k ks; hs < h;

XP%1

pd¼0

Xh

hd¼1

hsd
k2
k ks; hs > h:

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

Case C: ps > p. Then we have

fsn ¼

k1

Xp

pd¼0

XH

hd¼h

hsd
k2
k ks; hs < h;

Xp

pd¼0

XH

hd¼1

hsd
k2
k ks; hs ¼ h;

k1

Xp

pd¼0

Xh

hd¼1

hsd
k2
k ks; hs > h:

8
>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>:

Substituting fsn into Eq. (3.5), we obtain the desired
result.

4. Balancing credit via heterogeneous pricing

Note that if a node has a lot of credit, this node has no
incentive to forward packets for other nodes. On the other
hand, when a node does not possess sufficient credit, it
cannot transmit packet to its target receiver, so it needs
to wait until accumulating sufficient credits. These are
undesirable since they reduce collaboration and lower sys-
tem throughput. We address this problem here by deter-
mining the optimal incentive price for each node so to
ensure a fair distribution of credits.

4.1. Tradeoff between incentive and balancing

We introduce heterogeneous pricing by allowing differ-
ent node to charge differently in forwarding a message.
Under the Sprite mechanism, all nodes use the same price
and we called this the homogeneous pricing (HomoPricing).
We consider the heterogeneous pricing (HeteroPricing). As-
sume that node s sends a message to d along the path
r ¼ ðs;n1; . . . ;nlr Þ, where nlr ¼ d and lr is the hop count of
path r. In HeteroPricing, the CCS charges Cr from node s,
and pays Pr

nk
to node nk, where

Cr ¼
Xlr%1

k¼1

ank
þ b% ðlr % eÞcb;

Pr
nk
¼

ank
; if k < e ¼ lr;

b; if k ¼ e ¼ lr;

cank
; if k < e < lr;

cb; if k ¼ e < lr;

8
>>><

>>>:

where ne is the last node on path r that submits a valid
receipt, c < 1 and b < an for all n. HeteroPricing has the
following property:

Theorem 3. The receipt-submission game of HeteroPricing, if
d P c b and d P c

Plr
k¼1ank , is cheat-proof.

Proof. The proof is similar to the derivation in [5]. h

Comparing the expected gain of credit from forwarding
a message with that of not forwarding the message, an
intermediate node m can expect a net gain of

p2ð1% cÞam þ p1cðam % bÞ; ð4:1Þ

where p1 and p2 are the probabilities that the message
arrives at the next node and destination respectively. For
the persistent transmission mode, similarly to (3.5) for
HomoPricing, the expected credit variation of node n for
HeteroPricing is

Dcn ¼ wn þ fnnan %
X

m–n

fnmam; ð4:2Þ

where wn = bnb is independent of other nodes and

fnn ¼
X

m–n

fmn: ð4:3Þ

One can further decompose the expected credit variation
into the expected income wn + fnnan, and the expected de-
mand

P
m–nfnmam in (4.2). The former depends on the for-

warding traffic for others nodes and the price of node n,
the later depends on the traffic sent by node n and the
price of other nodes.

One needs to satisfy two desirable requirements: (1) to
keep the expected credit variation (4.2) for each node as
zero, i.e. Dc = (Dc1, . . . ,DcN) = 0, (2) to maximize the incen-
tive to each node, i.e. maximize a = (a1, . . . ,aN) according
to (4.1). Therefore, a trade-off must be made between the
two requirements. Taking the norm of Dc as the metric of
the expected credit variation vector Dc, we minimize kDck
over the price vector a which are subject to the box con-
straints, i.e.

minimize kDck; ð4:4aÞ
subject to a 6 an 6 !a; n ¼ 1; . . . ;N; ð4:4bÞ

where a and !a is the lower and upper bound of the price,
respectively. Note that we needa > b. Furthermore, it should
be chosen such that the expected net gain of node m in (4.1)
be greater than the cost for forwarding a message. The upper
bound !a should be less than d/(hmaxc), where hmax is the
maximum hop count for possible routing. Then the price
vector satisfies the established condition in Theorem 3.

To see the effect of the credit balancing method, we have
to answer a more fundamental question: given an optimal
price vector resulting from (4.4), what is the underlying
physical meaning and how does it depend on the traffic
workload of the system? We answer the problem via the sha-
dow prices associated with the price constraints (4.4b) [10].

In constrained optimization, the shadow price is the
change in the objective value of the optimal solution of
an optimization problem obtained by relaxing the con-
straint by one unit: it is the marginal utility of relaxing
the constraint, or equivalently the marginal cost of
strengthening the constraint. Each constraint in an optimi-
zation problem has a shadow price or dual variable. The
value of the shadow price can provide decision makers
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powerful insight into problem. In the sequel, we consider
the shadow price for constraints (4.4b).

4.2. Taxicab norm pricing approach

We take taxicab norm in (4.4a) and call it as taxicab
norm pricing scheme. Let xn be the non-negative variable.
We translate the non-smooth optimization problem (4.4)
to a linear programming problem

minimize
XN

n¼1

xn;

subject to wn þ fnnan %
X

m–n

fnmam P %xn;

wn þ fnnan %
X

m–n

fnmam 6 xn;

a 6 an 6 !a; n ¼ 1; . . . ;N:

ð4:5Þ

The dual of the optimization problem (4.5) is

maximize
XN

n¼1

ðwnðzn % ynÞ þ aln % !amnÞ; ð4:6aÞ

subject to
X

m–n

fmnðzm%ymÞ% fnnðzn%ynÞþln%mn ¼0; ð4:6bÞ

yn þ zn ¼ 1; ð4:6cÞ

yn; zn;ln; mn P 0; n ¼ 1; . . . ;N: ð4:6dÞ

Let (a⁄, x⁄) be the solution to (4.5). Then the expected cred-
it variation of node n is Dc-n ¼ wn þ fnna-n %

P
m:m–nfnma-m. It

can be easily checked that x-n ¼ jDc-nj for all n 2 N .
Let R ¼ n 2 N : Dc-n > 0

) *
be the set of rich node, i.e.,

whose expected credit variation is positive, and
P ¼ n 2 N : Dc-n < 0

) *
is the set of poor node, i.e., whose ex-

pected credit variation is negative. Define sets of node with
the lowest priceL ¼ fn 2 N : a-n ¼ ag, with the middle price
M ¼ fn 2 N : a < a-n < !ag, and with the highest price
H ¼ n 2 N : a-n ¼ !a

) *
. The following theorem shows how

the optimal price vector depends on the traffic workload.

Theorem 4. Let a⁄ be the optimal price vector of Taxicab norm
pricing approach, and l-n and m-n be the shadow prices for the
lower and upper bound constrains, respectively. We have

(i) 8n 2 R \ ðH[MÞ, it holds that l-n ¼ m-n ¼ 0; In addi-
tion, fmn ¼ 0;8m 2 P;m – n.

(ii) 8n 2 R \ L, it holds that l-n ¼ 2
P

m2P;m–nfmn and
m-n ¼ 0.

(iii) 8n 2 P \H, it holds that m-n ¼ 2
P

m2R;m–nfmn and
l-n ¼ 0.

(iv) 8n 2 P \ ðM[LÞ, it holds that l-n ¼ m-n ¼ 0; In addi-
tion, fmn ¼ 0;8m 2 R;m – n.

Proof. Let (y⁄, z⁄, l⁄, m⁄) be a solution of (4.6). It can be eas-
ily checked that Dc-n ¼ x-n for all n 2 R and Dc-n ¼ %x-n for all
n 2 P. By the well known complementary theorem in lin-
ear programming [10], we have that y-n ¼ 0 for all
n 2 R; z-n ¼ 0 for all n 2 P; m-n ¼ 0 for all n 2 L;l-n ¼ 0 for
all n 2 H, and l-n ¼ m-n ¼ 0 for all n 2 M.

Furthermore, we have z-n ¼ 1 for all n 2 R and y-n ¼ 1 for
all n 2 P by the second dual feasibility condition (4.6c).
Now the first dual feasibility (4.6b) reduces to
X

m2R;m–n

fmn %
X

m2P;m–n

fmn % fnn z-n % y-n
+ ,

þ l-n % m-n ¼ 0: ð4:7Þ

Case A: n 2 R. It holds that y-n ¼ 0; z-n ¼ 1. Eq. (4.7)
reduces to

X

m2R;m–n

fmn %
X

m2P;m–n

fmn % fnn þ l-n % m-n ¼ 0:

Substituting Eq. (4.3) into it, we have that

%2
X

m2P;m–n

fmn þ l-n % m-n ¼ 0: ð4:8Þ

If n 2 H, we have l-n ¼ 0. By Eq. (4.8) and m-n non-negative,
we have m-n ¼ 0 and fmn = 0 for all m 2 P. If n 2 M, we have
l-n ¼ m-n ¼ 0. By Eq. (4.8), we have fmn = 0 for all m 2 P. So
item (i) holds. If n 2 L, we have m-n ¼ 0. By Eq. (4.8), we
have l-n ¼ 2

P
m2P;m–nfmn. So item (ii) holds.

Case B: n 2 P. It holds that y-n ¼ 1; z-n ¼ 0. Eq. (4.7)
reduces to

X

m2R;m–n

fmn %
X

m2P;m–n

fmn þ fnn þ l-n % m-n ¼ 0:

Substituting Eq. (4.3) into it, we have that

2
X

m2R;m–n

fmn þ l-n % m-n ¼ 0: ð4:9Þ

If n 2 H, we have l-n ¼ 0. By Eq. (4.9), we have
m-n ¼ 2

P
m2R;m–nfmn. So item (iii) holds.

If n 2M, we have l-n ¼ m-n ¼ 0. By (4.9), we have fmn = 0
for all m 2 R. If n 2 L, we have m-n ¼ 0. By Eq. (4.9), we have
fmn = 0 for all m 2 R. So item (iv) holds. h

Let us provide some economic interpretations for the
optimal price vector. Suppose node n has surplus credits.
The shadow price of the lower bound for n’s price is zero.
If node n does not take the lowest price, i.e.,
n 2 R \ ðH[MÞ, the shadow price of the upper bound is
zero and node n will not forward any traffic for any poor
node. If node n takes the lowest price, i.e., n 2 R \ L, the
shadow price of the lower bound for n’s price is twice of
the sum of the traffic that n forwards for poor nodes. Sup-
pose node n has a deficit in credits. The shadow price of the
upper bound for n’s price is zero. If node n takes the highest
price, i.e., n 2 P \H, the shadow price of the lower bound
for n’s price is twice of the sum of the traffic that n for-
wards for rich nodes. If node n does not take the highest
price, i.e., n 2 P \ ðL [MÞ, the shadow price of the lower
bound for n’s price is zero. In addition, node n will not for-
ward any traffic for any rich node.

Remark. Note that we can carry out similar analysis of the
shadow price for the pricing method with infinity norm or
even Euclidean norm in (4.4a). In view of the complexity,
both infinity norm and taxicab norm pricing approaches
need to solve a linear programming problem. For the
Euclidean norm pricing approach, one needs to solve a
linear least-squares problem with box constraints, which is
also solvable in polynomial time.
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5. Credit evolution with back-pressure algorithms

In this section, we model the credit evolution based on
the queuing status of a node and examine how the shared
nature of wireless medium may effect the credit distribu-
tion and the performance of the network. Here, the back-
pressure algorithm is responsible for the scheduling. Be-
sides maintaining queues for flow r at each of its crossing
nodes, each source node also needs a packet admission
strategy to decide whether to accept a packet that was gen-
erated but during the packet generation, the source node
does not have sufficient credit to pay the CCS.

5.1. Credit evolution based on the queuing status

We assume that the packet length is constant and the
system is slotted with the slot length equal to the packet
length. The transmissions are synchronized at the begin-
ning of a slot. The discrete time t corresponds to the slot
(t % 1, t].

The transmission process fPði;jÞðtÞg1t¼1 of a link (i, j) is
modeled as a Bernoulli process, i.e., Pr(P(i,j)(t) = 1) = pij and
Pr(P(i,j)(t) = 0) = 1 % pij. We select the transmitting links at
each slot such that collisions are avoided, the possible
packet losses are mainly due to channel errors. Links can
be active or inactive. Each active link can transmit one
packet in its queue. We use P to denote the set of all pos-
sible feasible schedules according to some interference con-
straints set, p 2P is a vector with element of 0 or 1, and

pði;jÞ ¼
1; if link ði; jÞ is activated;
0; otherwise:

%

Remark. To simplify the accounting computation, each
source node n pays Cr ¼

P
i2rar þ ðb% ard Þ to CCS for a

packet before this packet enters the network. Then the CCS
pays an to node n when it successfully transmits a packet.

It is well known that the traditional back-pressure algo-
rithm utilizes all possible paths between source–destina-
tion pairs in packet or message delivery, thus achieving
load balancing. We refer this as the adaptive-routing, in
which the back-pressure algorithm is used to adaptively
select a route for each packet. While this might be needed
in a heavily loaded network but it is not appropriate in a
light or moderately load regime. Exploring all paths can
be detrimental – it may lead to packets traversing exces-
sively long paths between source and destinations leading
to large end-to-end packet delays. Here, we consider a
fixed-routing policy, in which a route is chosen by the
smallest hop count or ETX as routing metrics but packet
scheduling is based on the back-pressure framework.

We regard each flow r as a class of customer and denote
the queue length of flow r at node n at the end of slot t (or
the beginning of slot t + 1) by Qr

nðtÞ. Note that data packets
of any flow are delivered to the higher layer upon reaching
the destination node, so Q r

rd
ðtÞ ' 0. We use nr

n and pr
n to de-

note the next hop and the previous hop of node n along the
flow r. Specifically, at time slot t, the queue length dynam-
ics and credits evolution are as follows:

Step a. Link (i, j) finds the differential backlogs
Dr
ði;jÞðtÞ ¼ Qr

i ðtÞ % Qr
j ðtÞ

! "

þ
for each flow r through

it. Let wði;jÞðtÞ ¼ pijmaxr:ði;jÞ2rfDr
ði;jÞðtÞg be the weight

of link (i, j) and wðtÞ ¼ ðwði;jÞðtÞ : ði; jÞ 2 EÞ be the
link weight vector at slot t.

Step b. A maximum weighted activation vector p̂ is
selected from P

p̂ ¼ arg max
p2P

wðtÞTp:

We denote the scheduling vector for flow r by p̂r .
Step c. Node n checks its credits and gets the packet

admission strategy lr
nðtÞ for each flow starting

from n, where lr
nðtÞ takes either of the values 0

or 1 only. The credit dynamics for node n is

Cnðt þ 1Þ ¼ CnðtÞ %
X

rs¼n
lr

nðtÞAnrd ðtÞC
r

þ
X

ðn;kÞ2E
Pðn;kÞðtÞp̂ðn;kÞan

þ
X

rd¼n
Pðm;nÞðtÞp̂r

ðm;nÞb;

where the second term is the spending of node n on mes-
sage sending, the third is the income of node n for message
forwarding, and the forth term is the income of node n for
submitting a receipt for message ending at node n.
Step d. The source of flow r updates the queue length, i.e.,

Qr
nðt þ 1Þ ¼ Qr

nðtÞ þ lr
nðtÞAnrd

ðtÞ % Pðn;nr
nÞðtÞp̂

r
ðn;nr

nÞ

! "

þ
;

where (z)+ = max(0, z) and n = rs. The queue length dynam-
ics for all n 2 r and n – rs are

Qr
nðtþ1Þ¼ Q r

nðtÞþPðpr
n ;nÞðtÞp̂

r
ðpr

n ;nÞ
%Pðn;nr

nÞðtÞp̂
r
ðn;nr

nÞ

! "

þ
:

Note that in Step b, the maximum weighted schedule
depends on the interference constraints P. In this paper,
we assume the node-exclusive spectrum sharing model of
primary interference in wireless networks, which implies
that any node communicates with at most one other node
in any time slot. In this case, the activated set is any set of
links such that no two links of the set share a common
node, which is a matching in G. The scheduling algorithm
boils down to finding maximum weighted matchings.

In fact, the node-exclusive interference model can be
viewed as a generalization of the bipartite graph model
for modeling high-speed packet switches [12]. It has been
used in [13,14] to model wireless networks. While this is
a somewhat simplified model, the main results can be read-
ily generalized to other more complex interference models,
e.g., the two-hop interference model. Note also that the lat-
ter model is very close to the model of IEEE 802.11 DCF [15].

5.2. Packet admission strategy

In a credit-based incentive scheme, a source node needs
to determine whether to admit the packet into the network
when it lacks in credits. We consider two packet admission
strategies, i.e., credit sensitive (CS) admission control and
credit insensitive (CI) admission control.
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Under CS, each source node admits a packet into the
system only when its credit balance is sufficient to cover
the charge for sending the packet; otherwise the source
node drops the packet. In this case, the source node’s credit
remains non-negative, but some packets generated will be
lost. In the following section, we will explore the probabil-
ity of a generated packet successfully delivered in Homo-
Pricing and HeteroPricing under CS. Under CI, a source
node always admit a packet generated into the network
even if it has insufficient credit. In this case, the source
node’s credit may become negative, but all generated pack-
ets are sent. In the next section, we will explore the credit
inequality in HomoPricing and HeteroPricing under CI.

6. Performance evaluation

In this section, we use simulations to study the perfor-
mance of the proposed credit evolution model, focusing on
the credit distribution among nodes under various scenar-
ios and the effectiveness of the differentiated pricing to
achieve credit equality.

6.1. Simulation setup

We consider various network topologies of WMNs. For
the linear and ring topologies, we set N = 10. For the grid
topology, set H = 5 and P = 5, or N = 25. We also consider
a topology consisted of 36 nodes that are randomly distrib-
uted in an area of 1000 by 1000 m as shown in Fig. 6.1
where we use the lognormal shadowing propagation mod-
el [11]. Let dij and pij be the distance and the delivery prob-
ability for the link from node i to node j, respectively. Based
on [11], pij can be approximated as a function of dij:

pij ¼

1% dij
D

! "2q
-

2; if dij 6 D;

2D%dij
D

! "2q
-

2; if D < dij 6 2D;

0; otherwise;

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

where q is the power attenuation factor ranging from 2 to
6, and D is defined as the distance such that pij(D) = 0.5. In
our simulation, we set q = 5 and D = 200 m. We assume j is
not in the transmission range of node i if pij < 0.6. The aver-
age degree of a vertex is 3.44.

All simulations are done with the Mathwork’s matlab
on an Intel Core i5 computer operating at 2.0 GHz. We sim-
ulate the credit evolution based on the queuing status with
discrete event dynamic system where the queue limit of
each flow is set to 300. The max-weight scheduling in Step
(b) is model as the maximum weight match and is formu-
lated as a 0–1 integer linear programming problem. We
solve it with the function binprog.m in the optimization
toolbox of Matlab.

We use uniform traffic workload, or ks = k and hsd ¼ 1
N%1

for all s; d 2 N as the benchmark. A skewed one is consid-
ered in Section 6.1. The other traffic models are used
respectively in system’s input and output performance
sections.

To study in detail the credit inequality, we use the unit
traffic of each source as the benchmark, i.e., ks = 1 for all s
under the uniform traffic model. In HomoPricing, we set
the parameters a = 1, b = 0.1 and c = 0.001. In the pricing
model (4.4) for HeteroPricing, we set a = 0.5 and !a ¼ 10.
In the queue-based model, we assume pij = 1 for all
ði; jÞ 2 E.

6.2. Credit inequality measures

In this set of experiments, we focus on the factors that
lead to the credit inequality. In addition to the expected
credits variation, we also consider the expected incomes
and demands defined in Section 4 in order to understand
the impact of transmission modes, routing metrics and
traffic patterns.

6.2.1. Persistent transmission mode vs. single transmission
mode

We consider the random topology as depicted in Fig. 6.1
with the shortest-path ETX routing. The expected credits
variation, CDF of the expected demands and incomes, and
scatter plot of (demand, income) for the persistent trans-
mission mode (with legend Persistent-TM) and the single
transmission mode (with legend Single-TM) are shown in
Fig. 6.2.

From Fig. 6.2(a), the expected credits variation of nodes
under the single transmission mode is larger than that un-
der the persistent transmission mode. The difference be-
tween the expected credit variation of those nodes which
are on the edge of the network, e.g. node 1, 2, 3, 35 and
36, under these two transmission modes, are much larger
than those in the center of the network. The CCS has null
credit under the persistent-TM. While under the single-
TM, the CCS has 55 credits.

Let us explore the reasons for the above results. From
the CDF of the expected demands and incomes in
Fig. 6.2(b), we observe that the expected incomes under
the two transmission modes are almost consistent, while
the expected demand under the persistent-TM is more
concentrate than that under the single-TM. This can be also
observed from Fig. 6.2(c), where the scattering points of
the persistent-TM are almost in the lower left of that of
the Single-TM. Based on these observations, we conclude
that the credit inequality under the two transmission
modes result from the inequality of the expected demands.
Furthermore, the inequality of demands under the persis-
tent-TM is less than the one under the single-TM. So the
expected credits variation under the persistent-TM is less
than the one under the single-TM.

Observation 1. The transmission modes have little impact
on the expected income but it has an impact on the
expected demand. Hence, we can see that the single
transmission mode will have a higher credit inequality
than the persistent transmission mode.

In the following experiments, we focus on HomoPricing
under the persistent transmission mode. The expected
credits variation and the distribution of the expected
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income and demand for the linear, ring and grid topologies
under different routing metrics and different traffic models
are considered.

6.2.2. Comparison between different routing metrics
Fig. 6.3 shows the expected credits variation, incomes

and demands of each node for the linear and ring topolo-
gies under the hop count metric (with legend HC) and
the ETX metric (with legend ETX), where the link loss prob-
abilities are uniformly generated over [0, 0.4] for ETX
metric.

For the linear topology, each flow has the same routing
under both of the hop-count metric and the ETX metric.
The expected credits variation under the two routing
matrices are the same as shown in Fig. 6.3(a), where nodes
1 and 10, which are on the edge of the network, have the
smallest expected credits variation, while nodes 5 and 6,
which are in the center of the network, have the highest
expected credits variation. Based on the demands and in-
comes shown in Fig. 6.3(b) and (c), we can see that the
large credit inequality is due to the mis-match between ex-
pected income and demand, e.g., node 5 and 6 have large
expected income but small expected demand, while node
1 and 10 are exactly opposite. This leads this network to
the large credit inequality.

For the ring topology, each node plays the same role and
maintains credit equality under hop count metric. From
Fig. 6.3, one can observe that the ETX metric has little ef-
fect on the expected credits variation. Specially, the ETX
metric has no effect on the expected demands and has
slight effect on the expected incomes.

To test the effect of ETX metric on the credit inequality
in the grid topology, we consider two scenarios. One is the
ETX-Edge scenario, where the links out from those nodes
on the edges of the network have zero loss probability
and others are set to 0.3. The other is the ETX-Cross sce-
nario, where the links out from those nodes in the middle
of the network have zero loss probability while others are
set to 0.3. The results are shown in Fig. 6.4. Compared with
the shortest-path hop-count routing, the ETX-Edge case
makes the credit more equal because there are more
opportunities for nodes on the edge of the network to for-
ward message for others. On the contrary, the ETX-Cross
case has a higher credit inequality since there are more
opportunities for nodes in the center of the network to
earn more credits. We can see these from Fig. 6.4(b) and
(c), where the expected demands are almost consistent
and routing is the only cause of large credit inequality
among the expected incomes under three cases.

Observation 2. The routing algorithms (i.e., hop count and
ETX) have little impact on the expected demands but have
a high impact on the expected income.

6.2.3. Comparison between different traffic patterns
Besides the uniform traffic model (with legend UTM),

we consider a skewed one (with legend STM), i.e., kN = bN/
2ck and ks = k for all s – N. In addition, hNd ¼ 1

N%1 for all
d – N, and for all s – N, we have

hsd ¼
1

2ðN%2Þ d – s;N;
1
2 d ¼ N:

(

This traffic model can represent a WMN with N being the
access point.

Fig. 6.5 shows the results for the linear and ring topol-
ogies with the shortest-path hop-count routing. The
skewed traffic in both topologies makes those nodes near
the access point have large expected incomes and small ex-
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pected demands, as shown in Fig. 6.5(b) and (c). All facts
increase the credit inequality among nodes. The difference
between the linear and ring topologies is that the credit
inequality is asymmetric in the former and symmetric in
the later around the access point.

Fig. 6.6(a) illustrates the expected credit variation for a
grid topology. Since a grid topology is composed of multiple
linear networks (five linear networks in our consideration),
the expected credit variation will have a local behavior (i.e.,
nodes 1–5, nodes 6–10, etc.) which is similar to a linear
network in Fig. 6.5(a). For the nodes far away from the ac-
cess point N, the expected income is relatively stable even
with larger expected demands. While the nodes near the
access point N, the expected demands become smaller
with huge expected incomes. All these contribute to the
credit inequality.

Observation 3. The traffic patterns can affect both the
expected incomes and demands. Generally, the skewed
traffic can cause higher credit inequality.

6.3. System performance

Here, we study the overall system performance. We use
the stationary traffic model for HeteroPricing as described
in Section 4. We evaluate the performance of HomoPricing
and HeteroPricing with the topology in Fig. 6.1 with the
shortest-path ETX routing. Furthermore, we use the back-
pressure algorithm as the underlying link scheduling.

First, we consider the credit inequality measures for
HomoPricing and HeteroPricing in the case that the packet
admission strategy is credit insensitive. Fig. 6.7 illustrates
this result. From Fig. 6.7(a), it can be seen that independent
of the pricing scheme, nodes 6, 31 and 36 have no chance to
provide forwarding service, therefore their expected credit
variation is negative, and pricing cannot resolve the credit
inequality problem. However, all other nodes can provide
forwarding service, therefore, heterogeneous pricing can
help in reducing the credit inequality of these nodes.

Another way to validate that heterogeneous pricing is
effective in reducing the credit inequality among nodes is
from Fig. 6.7(b). One can observe that the CDFs for income
and demand under the heterogeneous pricing are very sim-
ilar and they have a smaller variance than the CDFs of
homogeneous pricing. This justifies why heterogeneous
pricing is effective in reducing credit inequality. One can
validate this claim again from Fig. 6.7(c), in which there
are more points along the 45 degree line under the heter-
ogeneous pricing. Hence, it is effective to achieve credit
equality.

Next, we evaluate the system performance with the fol-
lowing metrics:

! message success rate: the percentage of generated pack-
ets actually sent by the source nodes. Note that this
depends both on the packet admission strategy and
the pricing schemes,
! end-to-end throughput: the given packets divided by the

total time required to transfer the packets.
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! end-to-end delay: the average delay over all successfully
delivered packets of each flow. Note that this depends
on the link scheduling and the traffic workloads in the
network.

It is important to point out that the message success
rate is always 1 under CI, but for CS, the message success
rate depends on the total initial credits among nodes. We
quantify this as the ratio of total initial credits in the net-
work over the total expected demands for each node. We
call this the credit injection ratio and denote it as rc. Unless
we state otherwise, the total initial credits are distributed
evenly among all nodes in our simulation.

6.3.1. System’s output performance
We consider a network wherein each source node has

104 packets to deliver and there are 36 . 35 = 1260 flows
with rc = 0.2. Fig. 6.8 illustrates this result.

Fig. 6.8(a) considers the DCF of credit balance. Under
the credit insensitive (CI) admission control, over 50%
nodes in CI-HomoPricing and less than 10% in CI-Hetero-
Pricing have a deficit in credits, which means these nodes
need to acquire more credit if they want to have a non-
negative credit balance or to have a message success rate
of 1. However, heterogeneous pricing is more effective in
reducing the number of nodes which are deficit in credit.
The difference between the CDFs of credit balance of CS-
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HeteroPricing and CI-HeteroPricing, as well as CS-Homo-
Pricing and CI-HomoPricing are quite small, this indicates
that the pricing based on the stationary traffic is feasible
and effective in controlling credit equality.

Fig. 6.8(b) illustrates the message success rate in CS-
HeteroPricing vs. the CS-HomoPricing. It shows that nearly
50% of the flows improve their success rate to 1 and only
10% flows’s success rate is within the interval of [0.4, 0.6]
under the CS-HeteroPricing. This indicates that CS-Hetero-
Pricing admits more packets into the network as compared
with the CS-HomoPricing.

From Fig. 6.8(c), we observe that under CI, over half of
the flows have the throughput of 2 packets per time unit,
nearly 30% flows have the throughput of 5 packets per time
unit, and less than 10% flows have the throughput between
10 and 20 packets per time unit. Nearly 40% flows in CS-
HomoPricing and 10% in CS-HeteroPricing have zero
throughput. A flow with zero throughput means that the
source does not have enough credit for packet sending.
Note that less than 5% flows under CS, especially in CS-
HomoPricing, can achieve very high throughput, but this
is only because heterogeneous pricing carries a higher
workload (as indicated in Fig. 6.8(b)) than homogeneous
pricing scheme. The average end-to-end throughput is
3.3694, 4.6269, and 5.3141 for CI, CS-HeteroPricing and
CS-HomoPricing respectively. Since 4.6269 is comparable
to 5.3141, one can conclude that heterogeneous pricing
can carry higher workload than homogeneous pricing,
while achieve comparable end-to-end throughput.

6.3.2. System’s input performance
We use the similar simulation setup in [2,6] to generate

traffic randomly. The start of a session (namely a source–
destination pair) at a node (in which the node is the
source) is a Poisson arrival. The expected time interval be-
tween two sessions from the same node is 103 time slots.
The destination of each session is selected uniformly from
all nodes (excluding the source). The number of packets in
each session is a constant of 10. Fig. 6.9 shows a typical re-
sult wherein the system runs 106 time slots with rc = 0.2.

From Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, we can see that the system bears
the same input and output performance on credit balance
and message success rate, i.e., CS-HeteroPricing admits
more packets into the network as compared with the CS-
HomoPricing. From Fig. 6.9(c), we see that nearly the same
end-to-end delay can be achieved under the three cases.
The average end-to-end delay is 18.23, 17.94, and 17.61
for CI, CS-HeteroPricing and CS-HomoPricing respectively.
Since 17.94 is comparable to 17.61, one can conclude that
heterogeneous pricing can carry higher workload than
homogeneous pricing, but achieve comparable end-to-
end delay.

6.3.3. System performance vs. the total initial credits
We investigate the impact of the total initial credit on

the system performance. Fig. 6.10 shows the average mes-
sage success rate and average end-to-end delay as a func-
tion of the credit injection ratio under the same scenarios
as system’s input performance experiments.
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Fig. 6.8. The system’s output performance comparison between HomoPricing and HeteroPricing, where each source node has 10,000 packets and rc = 0.2.
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In Fig. 6.10(a), it shows that the message success rate
per-node increases with increased total initial credits since
nodes have more opportunity to exchange the forwarding
service. But the rate of increase reduces gradually.

Fig. 6.10(b) shows no obvious increase in delay per-flow
happens with the increasing of initial credits.

Based on Fig. 6.10, increase in the total initial credits
can make the system bear more workload with no degra-
dation in the end-to-end delay performance. But it may
cause wealth condensation [19]. Therefore, how to choose
a proper total credits injecting into the system is an inter-
esting and important problem.

7. Related work

Let us present some relevant work on credit-based
incentive network protocols. Santhanam et al. [25] analyze
selfishness of MRs in a multi-operator WMN and explore
its overall negative impact on network performance. To
stimulate cooperation among selfish nodes in mobile ad
hoc networks, incentives have been proposed. When
incentives are introduced, abuse and forgery must be pre-
vented. For example, with the assumption of tamper-proof
hardware on board, each relaying node earns some virtual
credit that is protected by the tamper-proof hardware.
Buttyan and Hubaux [3] proposes two models to reward
forwarding nodes, the packet purse model (PPM) and pack-
et trade model (PTM). A serious disadvantage of the Packet
Trade Model is that it is possible to overload the network
since the sources do not have to pay. Under the PPM, it is
difficult to estimate the number of nuglets that the source
should put in the packet initially. Buttyan and Hubaux [4]
proposes a mechanism to overcome the estimation prob-
lem in PPM, because the packets do not need to carry nug-
lets. At the same time, the property of refraining users from
overloading the network is retained. SPRITE [5] ensures the
authenticity of currency by employing a centralized
authority called the credit clearance service (CCS). Every
node keeps a receipt of the packet it receives and submits
it to the CCS. The CCS then determines the charge and cred-
it for every node in the transmission path from a game-

theoretic perspective so that other nodes are motivated
to report correctly, even when selfish nodes collude and
submit false receipts. Zhong et al. [6] present Corsac, a
cooperation-optimal protocol which consists of a routing
protocol and a forwarding protocol. The routing protocol
of Corsac integrates VCG with a novel cryptographic tech-
nique to address the challenge in wireless ad hoc networks
that a link’s cost is determined by two nodes together. Cor-
sac also applies efficient cryptographic techniques to de-
sign a forwarding protocol to enforce the routing
decision, such that following the routing decision is the
optimal action for each to maximize its utility.

Incentive systems implement micropayment in the net-
work so to stimulate the selfish nodes to cooperate. How-
ever, micropayment schemes were originally proposed for
Web-based applications so one has to make them efficient
for wireless mesh networks. Authors in [26,27] provide a
practical incentive system which considers the differences
between Web-based applications and cooperation stimula-
tion. They also propose a novel incentive mechanism
where fairness can be achieved by using credits to reward
the cooperative nodes.

Other ‘‘secure’’ incentive approaches make use of repu-
tation-based schemes to detect and isolate uncooperative
nodes. Marti et al. [1] proposes a monitoring agent called
a watchdog at every node that overhears the transmission
of its neighbors to detect non-forwarding misbehavior.
Buchegger and Boudec [28] proposes the CONFIDANT pro-
tocol that assigns a rating for every node based on watch-
dog and second-rating information gathered from other
nodes. The second-rating information prevents spurious
rating and detects inconsistencies in the two observations.
Accordingly, a path manager selects the best path by
avoiding selfish nodes. To avoid a retaliation situation after
a node has been falsely perceived as selfish, Jaramillo and
Srikant [2] proposes DARWIN so cooperation can be re-
stored quickly. Last but not least, Felegyhazi et al. investi-
gate non-cooperative communication scenarios within a
game theory framework [29,30].

Using network coding, wireless mesh networks can sig-
nificantly improve their performance. In [31–33] authors
study how to stimulate selfish nodes to cooperate in wire-
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less mesh networks using network coding. Chen and Zhong
[31] proposes a simple but practical reputation system that
rewards cooperative behavior in routing and packet for-
warding, and penalizes non-cooperative behavior. Chen
and Zhong [31] uses a combination of game theoretic and
cryptographic techniques to solve the incentive compati-
bility. Xia et al. [33] proposes a stimulus scheme under a
multi-path inter-session network coding setting.

For routing protocols in WMNs, Srcr [16] is a state-of-
the-art path routing protocol, where link weights are as-
signed based on the ETX metric [7]. Back-pressure algo-
rithm possesses the throughput-optimal property. There
are several technical challenges in the back-pressure algo-
rithm. One is its complexity issue and the other is how to
realize it in a decentralized setting [12,14]. Also, one needs
to consider how to reduce the inefficiency in terms of end-
to-end delay [17]. Although there are abundant work on
network incentive protocols, but none of them addresses
the credit and/or reputation distribution since they ulti-
mately affect the operability and sustainability of the
underlying wireless mesh network.

Simple models have been proposed to capture the dis-
tribution of money [18] in economics. There also exist
models for study of the condensation of materials [19] in
physics. Friedman et al. [20] study the credit-based P2P
system and conclude that it is possible for system to col-
lapse (i.e., no node will have incentive to cooperate) when
there are too much internal credits in the network. Zhao
et al. [21,22] proposed a general analytical framework to
analyze and design a large family of incentive protocols
for P2P networks. The main difference of incentive scheme
in WMNs and P2P networks is that the peers is not directly
interacting with each other and we need to consider the
interactions between the incentive mechanisms and the
routing protocols.

This work is an extension of our previous conference
paper [24]. Our extension includes deducing the general
calculation on the expected traffic that a node forwards
for other nodes under the persistent transmission mode
as well as proofs on the theoretical properties. We provide
generalizations in Sections 3 and 4 and economic interpre-
tations on the optimal price vector. We also extend our
work to consider credit evolution with back-pressure algo-
rithms, and perform new experiments on these credit evo-
lutions under more general network settings. We also
enhance this work by considering system performance un-
der HomoPricing and HeteroPricing.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a mathematical framework to
analyze the interaction of the credit-based incentive
scheme (e.g., such as Sprite) and the underlying routing
protocols (e.g., shortest-path, ETX or back-pressure rout-
ing). We showed that under some traffic workload, the
WMNs can have large credit-inequality, which can cause
some nodes not able to transmit any packet. To redeem
this problem, we propose a differentiated pricing mecha-
nism so as to evenly distribute credit among nodes such
that the norm of the expected credit variation is closed

to zero (or achieving the credit equality). Like a complex
economic system, except balancing credit via pricing, we
can examine the progressive tax on the credit-based incen-
tive scheme for help the nodes with low credits. The math-
ematical methodology we propose in this work opens
doors to investigate the sustainability of wireless networks
that employ different incentive mechanisms and/or rout-
ing protocols.
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